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WHERE ARE WE HEADING?

Your Majesty, Prime Minister, Excellencies, ladies and gentlemen.

I am delighted to be here and I would like to thank the organizers for the opportunity to

address this session of the 12th ONS Conference and to share with you some ideas of where

the worldwide petroleum industry might be heading.

We face an era of unprecedented challenge and opportunity in this industry. An era in which

the companies and the countries that know where they are heading -- and how best to respond

to the roadblocks ahead — will forge the partnerships to harvest the rewards promised by the

next century.

The question we're facing today is where are we heading? The answer has many different

facets to it. And the only certainty is that we are all going to see a great deal of change.

But the worldwide petroleum industry has been in a state of change which no one predicted

in recent decades. Price forecasts alone have been way off. When I became head of Mobils

Corporate Planning in 1987, one of my first presentations to the Board of Directors was a

forecast of the Brent crude price. In that presentation, I said the price would hit $30 a barrel

in 1995 - and, of course, we now know last years actual price was $17 a barrel.

And, they made me chairman!

Also, if anybody had suggested in 1965 that Norway, having just opened its continental shelf

to exploration for oil and gas, would be the world's second largest exporter of crude oil today,

few of us would have believed it. No doubt, we also all would have laughed at the idea that

a small coastal town named Stavanger would be the host city for what has become the world's

leading conference on offshore activities.
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Yet, here we are, gathered for the 12th such conference and at the same time saluting the

grand achievements of the Norwegian oil industry and, in fact, the entire North Sea petroleum

industry.

I think it's safe to say -- from my pricing expertise alone — I would not have predicted either

of these two events ~ which makes me wonder why this conference's organizers thought I

would make a good candidate to tell you where the industry might be heading.

Nevertheless, the task has been set. And, since I don't think anyone else has developed a

crystal ball that truly sees the future with perfect clarity, I will share with you what I think

will be some of the new places the industry will be heading in the years directly ahead of us.

There is, however, one prediction I can make with certainty: We will be doing things

differently tomorrow than we did yesterday. In my remarks today, I probably will be

mentioning Mobil fairly frequently, simply because I know — at least I think I know — where

we are heading. While our way may not be the direction for all in this industry, I think we

might be able to walk away with some idea of what lies ahead for the industry generally.

So, where are we going?

For one thing, private companies and some state oil companies will be going places we could

not go in recent history, as new frontiers open up in Eastern Europe, Central Asia, the former

Soviet Union and Latin America. Companies and countries will find the common ground to

form new relationships to develop natural resources, build economies and share revenues.

New alliances will be forged between companies looking to benefit from economies of scale

or dovetailing operations. And new technology will add reserves that might otherwise be

deemed unrecoverable.

I think it's safe to say that change will be the constant. And a company's ability to navigate

and capitalize on change will actually dictate its survival. In short, if you think the last few
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decades were exciting, stay on for the ride. I suspect that there's much more to come.

NEW FRONTIERS

Let's look first toward the new frontiers, where opportunities and challenges await both the

upstream and downstream sides of the business. Some frontier areas we'll be looking at have

been in the "frontier" category for some time -- the Barents Sea, for example. But they still

offer international oil companies plenty of exploration opportunities with the potential for

adding significant reserves to the balance sheet.

There are additional frontier opportunities coming to us for two very different reasons:

The first of these was the break-up of the former Soviet Union and, from that, the decisions

by member nations of the Commonwealth of Independent States to look beyond their borders

for help in developing their natural resources.

The second is the result of a number of Latin American countries looking more favorably at

privatizing their oil and gas industries. I can tell you that my company plans to be an active

player in both of these areas.

We have already undertaken a number of different projects in Kazakstan, for example, that

will add considerably to our reserves and production in the years ahead. It has been only fivt.

years since we first became active in the Republic of Kazakstan, as a member of the Caspian

Sea Consortium. However, we recently signed our fourth major agreement to help develop

the huge energy resources of this newly independent nation - and one which may be typical

of the kinds of joint-venture agreements we will see forged in the future, because of the size

of such multi-billion dollar projects and the interdependence they generate. The agreement

was a joint protocol to restructure the Caspian Sea Consortium and to develop a 900-mile

pipeline from the Tengiz oil field, in which we have a 25-percent interest, to Russia's Black

Sea port of Novorossyisk.
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Among the pipeline partners are eight oil companies and the nations of Kazakstan, Oman and

Russia. It's an agreement that will work to the economic benefit of all parries and of the

entire region. It gives Kazakstan a vital export route for its oil and renewed hope that its 17

million residents will begin to see some benefits from the exploitation of this nation's huge

natural resources.

There would be no hope of anything happening if the Republic of Kazakstan had not backed

its desire to develop its resources with a demonstrated ability to remain sensitive to investors'

needs while negotiating complex international agreements. There are still some significant

obstacles to overcome, but the government of Kazakstan is working hard to put in place a

commercial framework embodying reasonable fiscal terms, fair and consistent tax legislation

and a stable legal system that is conducive to large, long-term investments.

The business environment is one of the major factors that companies consider in assessing

potential investments. Any fool can find the oil and gas if they're where they are supposed

to be. Its the financial terms that are going to be increasingly important, and they're often

harder to extract than petroleum. Companies' decisions to invest will hinge on how countries

in this area address this issue.

We look for Russia and the Eastern European countries to recognize that fact and follow

Kazakstan's enlightened example.

Another future "frontier" is actually an "old neighborhood" for some oil companies — Latin

America.

We are seeing a reversal of the trend of the early 1970's when so many Latin American

countries jumped on the nationalization bandwagon. Its ironic that today, many of these same

countries see a key role for multinational companies in the continued development of their

industry. I think we can all be pleased to see the trend reversal - particularly for those of us

that are integrated companies and have entered both the downstream markets in fuels and

natural gas as well as the exploration and producing operations.
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Energy growth in Latin America has been outpacing most of the world and Mobil has already

moved aggressively to capitalize on those opportunities - most recently by entering the fuels

or lubes markets in Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela and Mexico, adding to our established position

in Colombia and our earlier entry through partnerships in Chile and Argentina.

Meanwhile, on the E&P side, we've gone back into Venezuela in a big way — after a 20-year

absence -- joining up with Veba Oel and Nippon Oil to win a bid to explore the 445,000-acre

La Ceiba block on the shore of Lake Maracaibo and negotiating a project to upgrade and

refine heavy oil from the Orinoco field.

We're also moving into other upstream activities in South America through another door. Our

recent purchase of Ampolex, an Australian exploration and producing company, has opened

that door in the Southern Cone. The company has significant exploration acreage in the

region, including Argentina.

Regardless of how you get where you are going, one of the major directions in which the

industry is heading is to those areas of the world where private companies and other nations'

state companies were not allowed in recent years.

NEW RELATIONSHIPS

In some cases that will call for forging new relationships between companies and countries

that have had no history of working together. Its like getting married without a courtship.

That is no easy task.

The companies that will be most readily acceptable to nations opening their borders will be

those with a demonstrated capacity for leadership, project experience, financial strength, and

a history of technology transfer and development of local talent and a track record of

environmental responsibility.
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On the other side of the equation, the countries that will appear most attractive to private

investment will be those that are willing to provide reasonable contract terms and the promise

of long-term stability — politically, economically and legislatively.

The relationships will prosper if they're based on sound business judgement and commercial

interests that demonstrate a potential "win/win" situation on both sides.

The process, necessarily, will be one of give and take — much as it has been elsewhere,

including right here in Norway. Private companies have not always agreed with Norway's oil

and gas policy, but we never felt we could not provide some -- well, let's call it "constructive

criticism." We've had our differences, but at the end of the day, we are encouraged by the

overall direction of Norway's regulatory regime. Over the years, we as an industry in Norway

have been able to work with the government in seeking changes to regulations we thought

hampered growth. I'm pleased to say the government has responded by enabling us to take

larger equity shares, by eliminating the sliding scale and by permitting group applications in

certain areas. They were good business decisions in that they recognized the worldwide

competition for capital funds and money, like water, will flow where fewer obstacles will

obstruct its path. In this world of constant change, it's as important for governments as it is

for companies to recognize the need to re-examine their philosophies and policies. We look

forward to continuing our long-term relationship with Norway, as we develop our relationships

in other areas of the world as well.

One final note on new — or at least, better — relationships.

We're all going to have to do a better job explaining our industry and our accomplishments

to environmentalists and social reformers. This is not the venue to discuss specific problems,

but it is a propitious moment to declare ourselves ready to refute the arguments against the

industry concerning our collective environmental performance and social conscience.

To do that, we're going to have to develop different relationships with our critics and open

avenues of communication with them — and with the general public -- that will permit us to
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put forward the industry's enviable environmental record and our accomplishments in bettering

the social conditions in developing countries where we have operations.

Yes, we go places where there is often a risk of personal danger — that's where the crude oil

is. Yes, we deal with a troublesome product -- a lot of it. Every day, more than 40 million

barrels of crude oil and product are loaded onto ships and transported across the world's

oceans safely and efficiently. It's a fabulous record of proven performance. Yes, we've had

accidents. But we have also shown responsibility in responding to those accidents and in

trying to make right what we have done wrong. And that is one of the messages we're going

to have to deliver to the world.

SANCTIONS

The other is that, when trouble strikes in a country in which we operate and democracy is

imperiled, we have to make sure people understand what we can and can not do to alter that

situation. To do so, we're going to have to develop relationships with those outside the

industry who might try to force decisions on us that would be bad — not just for us ~ but for

the people in that country who work for us or depend on us for their livelihood.

We need to develop the relationships that will help people understand that we do not have —

and should not have — the power to topple governments or impose policies. At the same time

we also want them to recognize that we do express our views when we meet with high-levt

officials and, perhaps even more important — we lead by example.

We have to convince today's critics of the industry that we have a highly positive impact in

developing countries. We stabilize their economies and help growth. We provide

employment. We support creation of local businesses to serve our needs. We transfer

technological know-how. We set an example by operating in an ethical and environmentally

sound way. We often provide future leaders from among our work forces. And we answer

serious social needs in the communities in which we operate.
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In short, as an industry, we've got a lot to recommend us and we must not jeopardize our

future operations by ignoring our relationships with environmental and social concern groups,

which -- however well-meaning -- could inflict serious damage to our operations, our assets

or our employees. While recognizing the justification of such causes, we have to be able to

put forward our viewpoint and receive a reasonable hearing. We can not allow ourselves to

be steam-rollered into submission. Their cause may be just, but have to help them understand

often more could be lost in forcing companies out of countries because of political unrest.

The private sector can help influence policy and assist in the transition to democracy more

positively from within than by leaving — by being the engine for economic growth and

improving the quality of life in developing nations. Together, these provide the best

foundation for any successful transition to democratic government.

This type of change cant be done by cutting off relations, or imposing unilateral trade

sanctions, or boycotts. These types of actions cause more harm than good. Developing

nations resist and resent meddling by outsiders. Punitive measures often make the goal harder

to achieve and might also cause needless suffering in the process. Private companies,

operating to the highest standards of business ethics, social responsibility and environmental,

safety and health protection, can be a major positive influence to help turn things around.

I am very concerned about the growing propensity by a U.S. administration and congress to

impose unilateral trade sanctions that have the effect of alienating and penalizing its trading

partners — like the E.U. However, within this adversity, there may be opportunity. We may

have found a new market for our lubricants ~ reducing the friction between U.S. politicians

and all the governments they're threatening with their new trade sanction tactics.

Sanctions are not the way to make global trade work. Too often, some world leaders try to

use unilateral trade sanctions the way stronger nations used to use gunboat diplomacy... and

we know how well that worked. If we truly want a global community where trade is

unfettered we cannot use commerce as a weapon — but we can use it as an instrument for

change.
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GLOBAL CLIMATE CHANGE

One area where governments can help is global climate change. But they need to proceed

with a long term view and with a high degree of caution. The evolving science of climate

change and the behavior of greenhouse gases argue for a careful and comprehensive approach

to the problem. Unfortunately, decisions now being considered in United Nations negotiations

could lead to developing policies that would be premature, inequitable and counterproductive.

In fact, the United States has just stepped in with both feet — big feet— and muddied the

waters considerably. In a major policy shift, the U.S. delegation to the recent climate change

conference in Geneva proposed going beyond the 1992 Rio Treaty and endorsed a ministerial

declaration that calls for binding commitments on the part of developed countries for specific

emission reduction targets and timetables. The problem is, they did so without any solid idea

of what the environmental and economic impact of that decision might be.

I understand that Norway differs with the U.S. position.

While we may not agree entirely with Norway's global climate change position, we can

certainly agree with the idea that global climate change proposals have to be looked at

carefully with circumstances of individual countries taken into consideration. As you, Mrs.

Prime Minister, properly noted, any effective and binding commitment should permit a nation

to make serious contributions without causing severe damage to its national welfare. And

Norway is not alone... Australia, New Zealand, Iceland and many others have expressed

similar concerns.

Participation by all nations in global climate change discussions is extremely important.

OECD nations cannot do the job alone -- its simply not feasible. Even if the OECD cut

emissions to the bone, developing nations increasing emissions would continue to exacerbate

the problem if there is one. Global climate change is a worldwide concern.. _aU nations must

participate in the solution. We must pursue a practical rather than an emotional approach.
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We in the industry have to develop credibility in our relationships that will enable us to

present the best scientific and technical evidence available on climate control and other

environmental matters, as well as their impact on social and economic conditions. We have

to be part of the debate. And I must tell you: The future is now.

NEW ALLIANCES

There is nothing new under the sun about oil companies working together to discover and

develop oil and gas reserves through joint exploration and producing agreements The

Aasgard field development here in Norway is one example of a joint venture megaproject,

and we were very pleased with the Storting's approval for go-ahead earlier this summer.

But the future of the industry is such that we will also find common ground to walk as we

stroll downstream. As a result you can look for an increasing number of new alliances

between multinational companies, between multinationals and national companies and even

between national companies of different countries.

Earlier this year, for example, Mobil and British Petroleum announced an agreement to

combine our European operations for the refining and marketing of fuels and lubricants. It's

a way we all have to control expenses, to optimize our asset base and to seize opportunities

for growth.

We envision the agreement making us potential partners in more than 40 countries, including

those of the European Union, Turkey, Eastern Europe and Russia.

When it is completed, the partnership will have a combined 12 percent market share in fuels

and 18 percent in lubes and it will save our companies an estimated $400 million to $500

million ~ pre-tax. The venture will put us in the top tier of marketers in Europe, fully able

to compete with the best, and, by making us more successful in competing for growth capital,

it will provide a springboard for long-term growth. Downstream Europe aside, however, BP

and Mobil will still be going face to face wherever else we compete around the world.
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This trend of strange bedfellows will continue as we look for mutual interests and improved

returns. But the key to success of new alliances wont be in the books or in our portfolios,

it will be in our cultures. Success will be determined by cooperation and trust.

I think we'll be looking at new alliances with suppliers, as well. The days of seeking three

bids for each transaction and taking off in a cloud of dust with the low one are gone. You

lose economies of scale. In the future, we're going to be working with preferred suppliers,

those we've become familiar with and who know our needs and are prepared to meet our time

constraints and other demands. It's not a revolutionary concept — except, perhaps, for some

of us. The auto companies have been doing it for years. In fact, we're doing it to some

degree right now -- again, with the auto companies — working to supply their initial fill oi'

needs.

We see alliances— both domestic and international, and in all segments of the business - as

an important way to build a stronger asset base and develop economies of scale for future

growth.

NEW TECHNOLOGY

Because of the diversity of companies involved, such alliances also provide greater

opportunity for developing new technology — a must in a commodity business where it is

critical to be a low-cost supplier. If it were not for recent advances in technology, many

capital programs the industry has on the drawing boards would not have produced the

necessary payout to be considered a few years ago. The Aasgard field development is going

forward largely as the result of new technology. By utilizing a semi-submersible gas center

that incorporates many advances in subsea and well-completion technologies, we have

eliminated the need for a much more costly gravity base structure and greatly improved the

economics of the project.

It always amuses me when I hear security analysts and the business media talk about "high

tech" companies and never give a thought to the international petroleum industry. And I'm
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not talking about the number of PC's our people have on their desks ~ or their ability to use

them.

Technology is more than computers — at least in this industry — and breakthroughs of recent

years have enabled us all to find and develop oil and gas at much lower costs than just a few

years ago, and to be able to recover more from existing reservoirs. Moreover, we've been able

to accomplish those tasks while improving the industry's environmental record at the same

time. Again, technological advances enabled us to accomplish that mission effectively. The

industry is going into places now where people thought we would despoil the natural beauty,

but we're leaving those areas virtually as pristine as when we first walked in.

And, as we can find and develop the world's energy more economically through technology,

we can also get more out of the crude oil and natural gas as we process it in our refineries

and chemical plants. Technology has given us higher yields and improved product quality in

our downstream operations.

Moreover, technology will open doors for us. It was our reputation for developing advanced

LNG technology that led to agreements for us to become part of two LNG projects in Qatar.

Our heavy oil technology, which has helped us increase substantially the yield of heavy crude

oil from our California reserves, has also opened the way for joint venture discussions with

Venezuela's Lagoven subsidiary of PDVSA. If negotiations are successful, we will participate

in a project to produce and refine heavy oil from Venezuela's Orinoco belt. A final case in

point is our environmental technology, developed for the Mobile Bay gas field, which led to

our being included by the government of Kazakstan in the Caspian Sea Consortium.

Technology within the industry has many faces, and all of them are turned to the future. The

companies that are prepared to embrace technology and can apply new developments quickly

and effectively throughout their operations will be the industry leaders of tomorrow.
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CLOSING

We've talked about new frontiers, new relationships, new alliances and new technology.

The key to all of this — steering the course through all of this change — is to maintain a clear

line of sight on where your strengths can take you and to follow your vision.

I don't know what strengths you value, but I can tell you what we envision for ourselves at

Mobil. We intend to convince the world that Mobil is the global energy company:

Dedicated to building trust and respect worldwide through quality products, services and

people.

And committed to getting things done through trust..leadership...and partnership.

In summary, we all have to be prepared for the road signs that point us in the way of new

frontiers, new relationships, new alliances and ever greater use of technology. Then we have

to be ready to respond aggressively to the final challenge -- competition.

I hope my remarks this afternoon have given you some sense of where I think the worldwide

petroleum industry is heading as we stride toward the millennium.

I also hope that, 30 years from now, you won't hold my feet to the fire if my crystal ball

seemed a trifle cloudy. By the way, if anyone is interested in what I think the price of oil

will be in 2025 — I haven't got a clue. Thank you for your attention.

# # # # # # #


